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The music
[1] Sea to the West is a setting of Norman Nicholson’s eponymous poem and was
written for Elizabeth Hilliard, to whom it is dedicated; she premiered it in the Kevin
Barry Room, National Concert Hall, Dublin on 6th June 2014. My father and I heard
Nicholson (1914-87) read the poem some time in the early 1980s, in York Arts Centre,
and I had wanted to make music out of it ever since. The poem is about sunset, the
sun dropping below the horizon of the Irish Sea to the west of Nicholson’s home in
Cumbria, and my music uses sine-tones to create a series of sonic horizons, but it’s
also about memory.

In writing this music I have fused Nicholson’s memories with my own, memories of
my father and of long-ago family holiday excursions to the Cumbrian coast. As the
piece progresses, the soprano is joined by her own musical memories, playback of
short fragments of earlier sections. Nicholson’s poem first appeared in his
collection, The Shadow of Black Combe (1978) and is printed here by kind permission
of the trustees of the poet’s estate; I have underlined the words which are sung..

When the sea’s to the west
The evenings are one dazzle –
You can find no sign of water.
Sun upflows the horizon;
Waves of shine
Heave, crest, fracture,
Explode on the shore;
The wide day burns
In the incandescent mantle of the air.

Once, fifteen,
I would lean on handlebars,
Staring into the flare,
Blinded by looking,
Letting the guttering and sykes of light
Flood into my skull.



Then, on the stroke of bedtime,
I’d turn to the town,
Cycle past purpling dykes
To a brown drizzle
Where black-scum shadows
Stagnated between backyard walls.
I pulled the warm dark over my head
Like an eiderdown.

Yet in that final stare when I
(Five times perhaps fifteen)
Creak protesting away –
The sea to the west,
The land darkening –
Let my eyes at the last be blinded
Not by the dark
But by dazzle.

Christopher Fox
◠◡◠◡◠◡◠

[2] Númarímur is based on an Icelandic text, from the tradition of rimur poetry (long
narrative poems which were sung or chanted), by Sigurdur Breidfjord from the
nineteenth century. It is an ode to the land, describing the beauty of the expansive
landscape, opening with the evocative line ‘Mother Earth where you are born…’.

I wrote this piece before I had ever been to Iceland, and the atmosphere conjures
up my imagined fantasy of the place, which years later far surpassed my
expectations. The vocal layerings are all performed by Elizabeth Hilliard, with
inspirations from medieval music to electronica.

Linda Buckley

◠◡◠◡◠◡◠

[3] Phonology Garden is a title that refers to the huge array of sounds that the
human voice can produce and the many registers, timbres and tessituras that it can
traverse. For me the voice is like a garden, full of different vegetation and colour.
Whispered words and half-sentences open the piece, gradually filtering to pitched
material. The middle section of the piece is more rhythmically active, the voice



required to make extreme jumps in imitation of the tape part’s recorded voice.
Sentences and words become decipherable in a disjointed dialogue between the
voice and tape part until eventually the voice is left to sing phonemes in a melodic
pattern that filters out, leaving the voice in its highest tessitura, ending on a single
unaccompanied pitch. Phonology Garden is dedicated to Elizabeth Hilliard.

Gráinne Mulvey

◠◡◠◡◠◡◠

[4] Magnification is one of my earliest works and was written for the soprano
Amanda Crawley, to whom it is dedicated. The score is typical of the music I was
writing at the end of the 1970s in that it uses elements of indeterminacy which
require the singer to make quite complex preparations before the music can be
performed: she has to choose the five collections of notes that she will use in the
performance and pre-record the humming which will accompany her. The score also
provides the singer with a vocabulary of musical figures for her to weave into a
series of ornaments and incantations. The text is derived from the ‘Magnificat’, the
Virgin Mary’s hymn of praise on discovering that she is to be a mother (St Luke’s
Gospel, chapter 1, verses 46-55):

Magnify me Lord, rejoice my spirit, fill my empty soul.
My spirit, saviour, fill me holy, mercy is thy name.
My soul rejoices in God my saviour, from low is his handmaid great, holy is his name.
My spirit is great with God, his mercy exalts me, bless me all generations.
My soul, mighty saviour, spirit speak forever.

Christopher Fox



[5] Eternity is Now is based on a poem by Anne Le Marquand Hartigan, from her
book To Keep The Light Burning, a collection of prose and poetry to be read aloud at
funerals, burials or cremations, or privately to help cope with grief. I have set the
text conventionally, concentrating on word painting, and also phonetically, in the
overtone singing that can be heard at the beginning and end of the piece. My
sincerest thanks go to Anne Le Marquand Hartigan and to her publishers, Salmon
Poetry, for permission to use her poem, and to Elizabeth Hilliard, who premiered
the work in the Unitarian Church, St Stephen's Green, Dublin, on 13 November 2008.

Eternity Is now
because I love;

so swing, precarious
as fragile birds
above,

a string,
am hanging

by a thread
between,

the light,
the dark,

hovering
to plunge,
dive,

spring
from joy

to pain
spiralling

back again
to sing;

Eternity is now
because I love.

Gráinne Mulvey



[6] logic ballad #2: The guarded tourist makes the guide the test is a dramatic ballad
built entirely from three-word phrases related to each other by simple
permutational processes, intended to enact a constantly developing thought
process. The text was assembled from a pool of 25 words:

across awake coast continue detonate eyes faded fear from hid if into latitude night
paradise reefs since slowly story swung together turned underneath view you

Using these processes makes explicit the balance between potential and actual,
between what can happen and what does happen. Each phrase is like a freeze-
frame and conjures up poetically a particular instant or situation in the story. Tonal
centres are suggested but rarely confirmed, in order to focus upon the moment-to-
moment decisions, as if we are living inside the patterns.

The processes also often yield simple effects that have been used traditionally to
achieve a lyrical impact, such as the repetition of a word to a different pitch to
indicate a change of mood, or the opposite, a setting of two words to the same
pitch. Likewise, the work intersects now and then with ‘conventional’
musical/dramaturgical territory. The resulting scenario seems a little reminiscent of
the world of Alex Garland's 1990s backpacker novel The Beach. The title is a line
from William Empson's poem ‘Aubade’.

The work is dedicated to Elizabeth Hilliard. It is divided into formalised sections,
which frequently focus on a smaller portion of text rather than the complete pool:

Caption
First Action

Setting the scene
Story
Problem-Solving
Realisation (Sudden)
Explanation of Causes

Aria/Reflection

Second Action
Story
Realisation (Gradual)
Explanation of Causes
Climax
Caption
Resumption of Climax

Memory of Initial Scene

David Bremner



The singer and composers
Elizabeth Hilliard <elizabethhilliard.com> is a soprano from Dublin. She sings a wide
range of repertoire, bringing a dramatic quality and emotional intensity to her
performance of solo, chamber and vocal ensemble music. She collaborates regularly
with visual artists, poets, dancers and theatre practitioners in the creation of new
work.

She has premiered works by many composers, including Ian Wilson, Siobhán Cleary,
Gráinne Mulvey and Rhona Clarke. Alongside standard duo and chamber music
repertoire, she also performs two monodramas by David Bremner, has created the
title role in Derek Ball's Síle an Sléibhe (for soprano, three tin whistles and
electronics), and gave the world premiere of the version for solo voice of
Christopher Fox's multi-movement Catalogue Irraisoné in Hilltown New Music
Festival.

Current projects include Don’t Walk, a 75-minute piece from video-artist Mihai Cucu
and composer Gráinne Mulvey, for guitar, cello, soprano, electronics and video; Béal
2016: Inappropriate Moments in which she sings and directs ensembÉal in
performances of vocal ensemble music by Jennifer Walshe; and Logical Fallacies, a
45 minute work for viola and soprano by David Bremner, performed with Andreea
Banciu. Elizabeth was selected as a musician in residence in Dún Laoghaire-
Rathdown for early 2016 and was able to focus on the music for this CD during her
time there.
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David Bremner <davidbremner.net> is originally from West Cumbria, UK, and
moved to Ireland in 1999. In 2013 he completed a PhD in Composition at DIT with
Gráinne Mulvey. With Elizabeth Hilliard he co-directs the music/text production
company Béal. His works have been performed by, amongst others, RTÉ National
Symphony Orchestra, New Dublin Voices, UCD Gamelan, Quasars Ensemble and
avantgarde tirol, and has featured in festivals such as Ostrava New Music Days, New
Music Dublin, Hilltown Festival, and Pipeworks.

Recent composition projects include a work for the RTÉ National Symphony
Orchestra, a project for Javanese gamelan and organ, a work for banjo and live
electronics (facilitated by an Arts Council Bursary Award), and a large-scale song-
cycle entitled Logical Fallacies setting the poetry of Irish minimalist poet Billy Mills,
written for soprano Elizabeth Hilliard and violist Andreea Banciu. Loop Walks, a work
of scored poetry by Bremner and Mills was published in 2013 by hardPressed Poetry.
With the piper Mark Redmond, David in 2014 released the CD l'air du temps/the spirit
of the times, a suite of new compositions and arrangements for pipe organ and
uilleann pipes creatively exploring the links between French Baroque music and Irish
traditional music.

David also has a busy career as a performer; he is Assistant Organist at Christ Church
Cathedral Dublin, and has played with ensembles such as the RTÉ National
Symphony Orchestra, Crash Ensemble, and Opera Theatre Company. He founded
the music/theatre improvisation collective TheOpenRehearsals; in 2012 this
ensemble received an Arts Council Opera Development award to further develop
their work. His music is represented by the Contemporary Music Centre, Ireland.
(www.cmc.ie).
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Linda Buckley <www.lindabuckley.org> is an Irish composer from the Old Head of
Kinsale. Her music has been described as ‘exquisite’ (Gramophone), ‘strange and
beautiful’ (Boston Globe), ‘glacially majestic’ (RTÉ Ten), with ‘an exciting body of
work that marks her out as a leading figure in the younger generation of Irish
composers working in the medium’ (Journal of Music).

Her work has been performed by the BBC Symphony Orchestra, Dresden Sinfoniker
Orchestra, Fidelio Trio, Irish Chamber Orchestra, Crash Ensemble and at
international festivals including Bang on a Can at MassMoCA, Gaudeamus Music
Week Amsterdam and Seoul International Computer Music Festival.

She studied Music at University College Cork and Music and Media Technologies at
Trinity College Dublin. She holds a PhD in Composition from Trinity College, where
she also lectures, and was RTÉ Lyric FM Composer in Residence 2011/13. Her music is
represented by the Contemporary Music Centre, Ireland (www.cmc.ie).

Christopher Fox <foxedition.wordpress.com> grew up in the north of England and
now lives in London. He studied composition with Hugh Wood, Jonathan Harvey
and Richard Orton and was awarded the degree of DPhil in composition from York
University in 1984. Between 1984 and 1994 he taught at the Darmstädter
Ferienkurse für neue Musik, and returned to teach there again in 2014. During 1987
he lived in West Berlin as a guest of the DAAD Berlin Artists Programme. In 1994 he
joined the Music Department at the University of Huddersfield, eventually
becoming Professor in Composition, before moving to Brunel University as
Professor of Music in 2006.



He is widely regarded as one of the most individual composers of his generation,
often working at a tangent to the musical mainstream. He has chosen to based his
compositional career around close collaborations with particular performers,
including the instrumental groups the Ives Ensemble and Apartment House, and the
vocal ensembles The Clerks and EXAUDI. His work regularly extends beyond the
conventional boundaries of the concert hall and includes the radio piece Three
Constructions after Kurt Schwitters (1993), nominated for the Prix Italia, the evening-
long ensemble installation, Everything You Need To Know (2000-1), and the music-
theatre documentary Widerstehen (2012). Fox’s music is widely available on CD, with
portrait CDs on HatHut and NMC, six portrait CDs on Metier and many other
recordings.

His writings on music have also been published widely, in the journals Contact,
Contemporary Music Review, Musical Times, Tempo (which he has edited since 2015)
and The Guardian and deals principally with new music. He was co-editor of Von
Kranichstein zur Gegenwart (1996, DACO Verlag, Stuttgart), a history of 50 years of
the Darmstädter Ferienkurse, and of Uncommon Ground, a book on the music of
Michael Finnissy (1998, Ashgate Press, London). A book on Fox’s music will be
published in 2016 by Routledge.

Gráinne Mulvey <www.grainnemulvey.com> was born in Dublin and is a composer of
contemporary music in a wide range of genres, from acoustic to electro-acoustic
media, and from solo instrumental writing to full orchestral compositions. One of her
earliest works Étude, for piano (1994), was selected for that year’s International
Rostrum of Composers in Paris, an honour that was to be repeated with 2004’s
orchestral work Scorched Earth, and in 2015 with Diffractions for orchestra in Slovenia.



She was a featured composer in the 2007 Horizons concert series, with the RTÉ
National Symphony Orchestra performing three of her orchestral works, and again
in 2015, when two works were featured.

Her music has been performed at many international festivals, including the Finnish
Biennale, ISCM World Music Days, and by the ACME Ensemble in Chicago (2007 and
2013). Gráinne was awarded a DPhil in Composition by the University of York in 1999
under Professor Nicola LeFanu and has won many prizes and awards, notably the
RTE Young Musician Of The Future, Composition Award, in 1994, and the St John’s
Memorial University Composition Award, Waterford and Newfoundland, in 2003.
She is a member of Aosdána, Ireland’s affiliation of creative artists. Since 2001 she
has been Head Of Composition at Dublin Institute of Technology Conservatory of
Music and Drama.

She has received commissions from Concorde and Jane O’Leary, who have
championed her music both in Ireland and abroad with four commissions, the RTÉ
National Symphony Orchestra, the Ulster Orchestra, and the Northern Sinfonia
(UK). Soundscape for violin, cello, percussion and tape was issued on CD by the
Avantgarde Akademie in Schwaz, Austria in 1996 and Akanos was included on the
CD Contemporary Music from Ireland, Vol 7 (CMC). Her CD Akanos was released in
2014 by PARMA Recordings llc, under the Navona Records label, NV 5943. The
Metier album Gothic (msv 28549) included her Étude for solo piano.

Her music is represented by the Contemporary Music Centre, Ireland (www.cmc.ie)
and BabelScores – Contemporary Music online.
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